This work seeks evidence for convective-radiative interactions in satellite measurements, with focus on the variability over the life cycle of tropical convection in search of the underlying processes at a fundamental level of the convective dynamics. To this end, the vertical profiles of cloud cover and radiative heating from the CloudSat-CALIPSO products are sorted into a composite time series around the hour of convective occurrence identified by the TRMM PR. The findings are summarized as follows. Cirrus cloud cover begins to increase, accompanied by a notable reduction of LW cooling, in moist atmospheres even 1-2 days before deep convection is invigorated. In contrast, LW cooling stays efficient and clouds remain shallow where the ambient air is very dry. To separate the radiative effects by the preceding cirrus clouds on convection from the direct effects of moisture, the observations with enhanced cirrus cover are isolated from those with suppressed cirrus under a moisture environment being nearly equal. It is found that rain rate is distinctly higher if the upper troposphere is cloudier regardless of moisture, suggesting that the cirrus radiative effects may be linked with the subsequent growth of convection. A possible mechanism to support this observational implication is discussed using a simple conceptual model. The model suggests that the preceding cirrus clouds could radiatively promote the moistening with the aid of the congestus-mode dynamics within a short period of time (about 2 days) as observed.
Introduction
The latent heat released by vapor condensation is the primary heat source being balanced against the net radiative cooling in the global atmospheric energy budget (Trenberth et al. 2009; L'Ecuyer et al. 2015) , underscoring the central importance of moist convection and radiative processes, and in particular the mechanism underlying their coupling. Perturbations to the cloud and moisture fields brought by moist convection radiatively modify its ambient thermodynamics, which has the potential to promote or suppress the convective activity in return. Such a radiative-convective feedback is arguably at work in aspects of the global or tropical climate (e.g., Whetherald and Manabe 1988; Randall et al. 1989; Ramanathan and Collins 1991; Tompkins and Craig 1998; Raymond 2000; Lindzen et al. 2001; Hartmann and Larson 2002; Stephens et al. 2008; Bony et al. 2016 ) and in its internal variability such as the intraseasonal oscillations (e.g., Hu and Randall 1994; Raymond 2001; Lee et al. 2001; Sobel and Gildor 2003; Lin et al. 2004; Bony and Emanuel 2005; Kim et al. 2015) . Whereas specific details of the mechanism vary from one study to another, a radiative perturbation exerted by extensive anvil clouds is in general thought of as a critical ingredient of radiative-convective feedbacks. Water vapor and shallow clouds can be additional key players (Nilsson and Emanuel 1999; Fermepin and Bony 2014) and have drawn growing interest in the context of convective self-aggregation (Bretherton et al. 2005; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014; Coppin and Bony 2015) .
By contrast, much less attention has been paid to the role of radiation in exploration for the dynamics of individual convective systems. The radiative processes are conventionally considered not to substantially alter the structure and evolution of vigorous convective systems (Houze 2004 ) except perhaps as a driver of the diurnal modulation (Gray and Jacobson 1977; Xu and Randall 1995; Chen and Houze 1997) , although some existing work reported discernible impacts by radiation (Webster and Stephens 1980; Houze 1982; Tao et al. 1996) . One might rule out radiation by arguing that latent heating in deep convective clouds reaches 10-100 K d −1 or even more and hence overwhelms radiative cooling, which is typically 1-10 K d −1 in magnitude on an instantaneous basis. The radiative effects, however, prevail widely and per-sistently as opposed to the localized, sporadic nature of latent heating. The averaging over a large domain can dilute the predominance of latent heating over radiative cooling to the extent that, for instance, radiation can offset 20 % of net condensation in the large-scale temperature budget (Tao et al. 2004; Li et al. 2013) . The imbalance between the two would be further mediated when integrated over time, explaining partly why a radiative-convective feedback is identified always in the climatological or intraseasonal context in the literature above. The widely accepted perception that radiative processes vary slowly, however, is challenged by the observations showing a significant day-to-day variability in radiative heating (Ciesielski et al. 2003) , raising the question of whether radiation can influence tropical meteorology on short time scales as well.
Recalling that the lifetime of individual convective systems does not far exceed 0.5-1 day even for a long-lived organized system (Chen and Houze 1997) , it is unclear yet whether a salient radiative-convective feedback emerges only as the result of low-pass spatial/temporal filtering, or is somehow intrinsic to a more fundamental level of the convective dynamics as well. This study is motivated to explore this latter possibility, which appears to have been practically ignored in a large body of past work.
In the current analysis, the evolution of the cloud structure and the associated radiative field over the passage of tropical disturbances are investigated using satellite observations. To put discrete satellite snapshots into the evolutionary context, the CloudSat and CALIPSO measurements are sorted into a statistical time series on a sub-daily to a few daily time scale, using the TRMM PR detection of precipitation as an anchor for constructing the composite time sequence. A more thorough description of the data and analysis scheme is provided in section 2. Section 3 presents the analysis results, followed by an attempt to discuss the implications based on a simple conceptual model in section 4. The findings are concluded in section 5.
Data and Method
The satellite datasets and analysis method are described in this section.
a. Satellite data
The CloudSat and CALIPSO satellites, launched in April 2006, fly in formation as a part of the A-Train constellation and have sun-synchronous overpasses fixed approximately at 1:30 am/pm LT. The CloudSat carries a W-band (94-GHz) cloud-profiling radar capable of measuring a broad spectrum of clouds from cumulonimbus to cirrus, with the caveat that optically thin cirrus clouds that cover 30 % of the Tropics are left undetected (Haladay and Stephens 2009 ). The CALIOP, a dual-wavelength lidar aboard the CALIPSO, complements CloudSat observations owing to its high sensitivity to thin cirrus clouds at the expense of severe attenuation within modest to thick cloud layers. This work adopts the merged CloudSat and CALIPSO (2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR) Release 4 (R04) product (Mace et al. 2009 ) to analyze the vertical structure of cloud cover. The vertical profiles of radiative heating rate (Q R ) are obtained also from the combined radar-lidar product or 2B-FLXHR-LIDAR R04 dataset (L'Ecuyer et al. 2008; Henderson et al. 2013) . This product provides the estimates of longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) Q R by applying radiative transfer calculations to the observed cloud properties and the collocated ECMWF analysis of air temperature and humidity.
The occurrence of precipitation is determined by the TRMM PR whenever the radar echo exceeds 19 dBZ across three or more consecutive range bins at any height in the column. This number is chosen to be slightly higher than the nominal value of the minimum detectable level or 17 dBZ (Kummerow et al. 1998 ) because the PR sensitivity has been slightly reduced since the TRMM orbital boost in August 2001. The TRMM 2A25 version-6 product is analyzed here, while the PR calibration has been quite stable and is virtually unaffected by the product version in use. Column water vapor (CWV) estimates from the TRMM TMI are obtained from the Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) version-7 daily (i.e., instantaneous) product. The PR precipitation and TMI CWV are by design sampled on a simultaneous basis. In addition, the Aqua AMSR-E estimates of SST, CWV, and precipitation are employed from the RSS version-7 daily product. The AMSR-E instrument, as a member of the A-Train constellation, provides synchronized observations with CloudSat and CALIPSO measurements. To avoid confusion, CWV obtained from the TMI is hereafter denoted by CWV 0 , as it serve as the value at the origin on the composite time axis (see section 2b below). CWV without any subscript refers to the AMSR-E estimates.
The present analysis is targeted on the 3.5-year period from 01 July 2006 to 31 December 2009 over global tropical oceans bound between 20 • S and 20 • N with all islands masked out.
b. Analysis method
Low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites such as the CloudSat and CALIPSO fly over a given location only sporadically, so the observations from those satellites do not constitute a continuous time sequence delineating the evolution of individual cloud systems. A series of previous work initiated by Masunaga (2012 Masunaga ( , 2013 ) devised a method to statistically reconstruct the temporal evolution of convective systems from intermittent LEO satellite observations. The current analysis strategy is based on this methodology as outlined below. First, CloudSat-CALIPSO snapshots are collected every time when a precipitation event is spotted by the TRMM PR some hours before or after at a same location. The CloudSat-CALIPSO measurements within the distance of 100 km from the PR-detected precipitation are included in the analysis so that the resulting statistics represent the largescale mean field with a horizontal scale of O(100 km) . Each snapshot is then projected onto a time axis with respect to the temporal difference between the CloudSat-CALIPSO and TRMM observations, with the TRMM being always assigned onto time zero. For example, a column of CloudSat-CALIPSO measurements is timestamped as −3 h if observed earlier by 3 hours than the TRMM measurements. The time difference between the satellites varies from one orbit to another, as the local time of sun-asynchronous TRMM overpasses drifts over time. Once this procedure is completed for all the data to be analyzed, the CloudSat-CALIPSO snapshots are averaged within each hourly bin along the time axis to yield the composite time series of cloud properties. Although the composite base point (t = 0) is not designed to single out a specific stage of convective evolution, it turns out that the life cycle of convection naturally emerges itself in the composite time series. The analysis results are presented in the following section.
Composite time series

a. The vertical structure of cloud cover
The general aspects of the composite cloud properties are first examined. Throughout this work, the satellite measurements are analyzed separately for dry and moist atmospheres since the magnitude and vertical structure of radiative heating vary substantially with the moisture environment. This is done by stratifying the composite time series by the CWV measured at time zero (CWV 0 ). The ambient humidity is classified here by three CWV classes: dry (CWV 0 < 35 mm), moderate (35 mm < CWV 0 < 50 mm), and moist (CWV 0 > 50 mm). The composite time series is comprised of ∼ 2 × 10 4 CloudSat-CALIPSO samples at each hour for the dry class, ∼ 7 × 10 4 for the moderate, and ∼ 4 × 10 5 for the moist. Figure 1 shows the composite time series of CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud cover for the three moisture classes. The contrast is striking across different moisture environments. The dry case (Fig. 1, top panel) is virtually cloud-free above the boundary layer (or the layer between 0-2 km). Shallow clouds confined in the boundary layer prevail at all times, with a clear sign of diurnal cycle that is aliased into the time series. Cloud cover somewhat enhances above 2 km particularly near the tropopause in the moderately humid atmosphere (middle). The moist environment (bottom) allows vigorous cloud systems to develop around time zero as signified by a rapid growth of cloud cover to beyond 0.4 in the whole thickness of the troposphere. Given that the composite field is defined for a large-scale (∼100 km) domain, a cloud cover exceeding 0.4 suggests a substantial population of cumulonimbus towers and/or stratiform cloud anvils and hence the occurrence of organized convective systems.
The moist case also exhibits a few other notable features. Cirrus clouds prevail even during a convectively inactive period away from time zero. Cirrus cloud cover stays persistently near 0.4 and is further enhanced to beyond 0.5 during 1-2 days prior and subsequent to t = 0. The boundary layer (<∼2 km in height) is initially not as cloudy as the upper troposphere, but is increasingly populated with shallow clouds over hours prior to the peak convection in parallel with the cirrus enhancement. On the other hand, mid-tropospheric cloudiness does not rise until t = −12 h and decays quickly after t = 12 h. Interestingly, mid-tropospheric cloudiness is slightly larger above ∼5 km than immediately below, resulting in a modest vertical discontinuity in between. Similar cloudiness profiles have been observed during past field campaigns over tropical ocean (Zuidema 1998; Yasunaga et al. 2006) .
One would expect that cirrus cloud cover increases during and after the vigorous convection accompanied by extensive anvil cloud decks. Somewhat surprising, on the other hand, is the fact that cirrus cloud cover begins to flourish as early as t = −24 h, long before the convection intensifies into the penetrating cloud tower. The cirrus increase prior to the convection is a robust signal beyond the statistical error inherent in the composite method, with the leading cirrus being even greater in cloud cover than the trailing cirrus (see Appendix). The possible radiative effects of those preceding cirrus clouds in various moisture environments are examined next.
b. Radiative heating and moisture environment
The radiative heating profiles are plotted in Fig. 2 . In order to first assess the LW effects separately from the SW, only the descending or midnight (1:30am) section of CloudSat-CALIPSO orbits are included in the composite statistics shown here, setting aside the shortwave effects until section 3d. As will become clearer later, the cloud radiative effects (CREs) on the atmosphere (i.e., the difference in the all-sky flux minus clear-sky flux between the top and bottom of the atmosphere) are a major factor responsible for striking features seen in Fig. 2 . When the atmosphere stays dry (Fig. 2 , top panel), a strong radiative cooling of ∼ −3 K d −1 dominates the lower troposphere immediately above 2 km, ascribable to LW emissions from shallow cloud tops ( Fig. 1 top) . In contrast, the LW cooling is largely reduced below 4 km in the moist environment ( Fig. 2 bottom) , owing to the downward LW radiation from clouds above, primarily from cirrus clouds, remotely influencing the lower troposphere. A band of suppressed cooling at 4 km arises presumably because the vertical minimum in cloud cover at this height (see of muted cooling just above the surface is likely brought about by downward emissions from shallow cloud base in addition to the far-reaching cirrus LW effect. As cloud cover drastically increases at all heights during the peak convection, the cloud greenhouse effect grows so strong that Q R approaches 0 K d −1 below 2 km around t = 0. To further look into the dependence of LW cooling on the ambient moisture, the composite evolutionary tracks are projected onto the ⟨Q R ⟩-CWV plane, where ⟨Q R ⟩ denotes column radiative heating integrated from the surface to the top of the atmosphere (Fig. 3) . The five trajectories represent different moisture environments comprised of the three cases presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and two additional analysis runs carried out with the intermediate ranks of moderately dry (30 mm < CWV 0 < 40 mm) and moderately moist (40 mm < CWV 0 < 55 mm). The clear-sky ⟨Q R ⟩ is plotted in grayscale in addition to the all-sky ⟨Q R ⟩ in color. The all-sky ⟨Q R ⟩ appears to systematically increase with the ambient moisture over a broad range of CWV, while the clear-sky ⟨Q R ⟩ is significantly less sensitive to CWV. It follows that clouds, rather than water vapor, largely dominate the dependence of LW cooling on CWV, suggestive of a tight coupling between the cloud properties (coverage, thickness, top height, etc.) and the ambient moisture. The cloud radiative effect, or the allsky ⟨Q R ⟩ minus clear-sky ⟨Q R ⟩, is found to be +10-20 W m −2 for CWVs of 40-45 mm and can be as large as +60 W m −2 when CWV is greater than 55 mm, indicating that the cloud greenhouse effect strengthens to a remarkable degree as the environment moistens. is very dry as depicted by a sharp cooling peak around 2 km ( Fig. 2 top) , so an additional low-cloud cover enhances the LW emission out of the atmosphere.
c. Radiative impacts on convection
The sensitivity of tropical convection to freetropospheric moisture has been well known from observations (e.g., Numaguti et al. 1995; Yoneyama and Fujitani 1995; Brown and Zhang 1997; Sherwood 1999; Jensen and Del Genio 2006) , so it is no surprise that convection develops deeper in a moister atmosphere (Fig.  1 ). The suppression of convection in a dry environment may be ascribed to the direct effects of mid-tropospheric dry air including a buoyancy loss due to the entrainment and dry downdrafts into the sub-cloud layer. From the moist static energy (MSE) perspectives, on the other hand, column radiative heating is among the central players controlling the large-scale circulation involving moist convection (detailed discussion will be given in section 4a). It is difficult to separate the direct moisture effects from the radiative effects in the results presented so far. Figure 4 shows the composite evolution of cloud cover at 13 km, a level selected to correspond roughly to the vertical maximum of cirrus cloud cover (Fig. 1, top  panel) . Repeating the same analysis with the mean uppertropospheric cloud cover averaged between 10 and 15 km instead of the single layer at 13 km does not noticeably affect the results to follow (not shown). The standard deviation of cloud cover within the hourly samples (bottom) shows that the CloudSat/CALIPSO samples have considerable statistical spread around each composite curve, so the cloud radiative effect may actually be quite variable from one measurement to another even within a same CWV category. To partition the composite curves by ⟨Q R ⟩ with CWV being fixed as much as possible, another set of composite analysis runs are repeated but this time are broken down into two sub-samples with high and low cirrus cloudinesses, depending on whether cloud cover at 13 km is higher or lower than the original unconditional composite plotted in Fig. 4 . In this way, the radiative effects by cirrus clouds are attempted to be isolated under a similar moisture environment. Note that the partitioning of cirrus cloudiness is applied to all CloudSat-CALIPSO measurements at each hour along the composite time axis. As such, the strategy here is to delineate a contrast between two extreme cases having persistently high or low cirrus cloud cover, which are somewhat unrealistic but useful for testing the underlying physics. The implications for realistic applications will be discussed later in section 4. Figure 5 illustrates the cirrus-rich and cirrus-poor cases separated as described above, together with the "control" case from Fig. 3 for comparison. As expected, LW cooling is suppressed (i.e., ⟨Q R ⟩ is less negative) in the cirrusrich composites compared to the control, while enhanced in the cirrus-poor cases. The difference in ⟨Q R ⟩ increases with increasing CWV. Two pairs of contrasting cases are chosen to assess the possible roles of the cirrus radiative effects in different moisture environments: cases H1/L1 and H2/L2, as indicated in Fig. 5 , that each span a common CWV range of approximately 45-50 mm and 50-55 mm, respectively. Here the prefixes H and L denote the cirrus-rich (high cirrus cloudiness) cases and cirrus-poor (low cirrus cloudiness) cases, respectively. It is noted that the H and L cases in each pair belong to different CWV categories despite that they actually have a similar CWV range. This is because the H-case composite finds itself near the higher end of each specified CWV range while the L composite from the same CWV category ends up near its lower end, owing to the fact that cirrus clouds generally prefer as moist an environment as possible. CWVs lower than 45 mm are not examined because considerable statistical noise due to the rare occurrence of cirrus clouds in a dry environment conceals the signal, if exists, for any systematic evolution.
The composite time series of CWV, SST, and precipitation are presented in Fig. 6 for the selected cases. CWV by design stays close between each pair of cases L1/H1 and L2/H2 (top panel), except that the cirrus-rich case has a slightly but consistently lower CWV than its cirrus-poor moist moderately moist moderate moderately dry dry   FIG. 4 . The composite time series of cirrus cloud cover (top) and its standard deviation (bottom) at the altitude of 13 km for different moisture classes as indicated on the right. Both ascending and descending sections of CloudSat-CALIPSO orbits are included here because this cloud cover serves as the reference common to the midnight and afternoon composites.
counterpart during ±12 h around time zero. In SST (middle), cases L1 and H2 are virtually identical while cases L2 and H2 are marginally apart by 0.5 • C or less. It is nonetheless found that the disagreement in CWV and SST stays small within each pair compared to across the different pairs, rendering confidence in the aforementioned premise that the L1/H1 and L2/H2 pairs each represent a practically identical thermodynamic environment except radiation.
In spite of the similarity in CWV and SST, the composite evolution of precipitation (bottom) follows distinctly separate paths depending on cirrus cloud cover. The cirrus-rich case therefore gives rise to a precipitation roughly 50 % heavier than the cirrus-poor case. This precipitation enhancement is significant in that it distinctly exceeds the standard error of precipitation (2.9×10 −4 mm h −1 ) estimated for the same composite analysis as done in the present analysis (Masunaga 2013) . The precipitation peak is slightly earlier than t = 0 likely because, as discussed by Masunaga and L'Ecuyer (2014) , the time zero is statistically dominated by horizontally extensive events while intensive rainfall is often brought by spatially confined deep convection that typically precedes stratiform anvils. It is difficult to attribute this precipitation excess to a direct moisture effect, recalling that CWV is alike or even smaller for the cirrus-rich cases during the hours of intensified rainfall (Fig. 6, top panel) . Rather, the reduction of CWV is more likely a consequence of the drying effect of the elevated rainfall, while the increase in rainfall is attributed to something other than moisture.
d. The shortwave effects
The radiative heating profiles shown so far are confined to LW cooling by using only the midnight section of CloudSat-CALIPSO orbits. The results from the afternoon (1:30pm) orbits are outlined here to illustrate the net radiative heating of the atmosphere with the SW effects included in addition to the LW.
Column radiative heating as a function of CWV for the afternoon orbits is plotted in Fig. 7 . Additional analysis runs with cirrus-rich and cirrus-poor cases are performed in the same manner as done above for the midnight orbits. It is evident that the inclusion of the SW contribution does not qualitatively alter any fundamental characteristics seen earlier (Fig. 5) . Major updates are found in quantitative aspects. SW heating, increasing with CWV, partially offsets or more than cancels LW cooling. The breakdown of the SW effects (not shown) indicates that the water vapor absorption accounts for an increase by ∼40 W m −2 while the cloud absorption explains an increase of about 20 W m −2 for the entire CWV range studied. It is noted that, since the afternoon overpasses are sampled at an hour of nearpeak insolation, the relative strength of the SW effects to their LW counterpart is exaggerated in comparison with the daily mean.
Cirrus-rich (H1 and H2) and cirrus-poor (L1 and L2) composites are constructed from the afternoon samples on the basis of Fig. 7 in the same manner as done for the midnight samples. The evolution of CWV, SST, and precipitation for H1/L1 and H2/L2 cases is shown in Fig. 8 to compare with Fig. 6 above. All major features are surprisingly common to the midnight and afternoon hours, that is, precipitation is systematically heavier when cirrus cloud cover is substantially larger and so is ⟨Q R ⟩, despite that CWV and SST are virtually identical or even indicative of less rainfall.
In the following section, we will discuss a possible physical mechanism that explains the Q R control on tropical rainfall using a simplistic conceptual model.
A conceptual model a. Steady-state energy balance
A fundamental role of radiation in tropical convective dynamics may be glimpsed in the framework originated by Neelin and Held (1987) crudely summarized (with modifications) as follows. The MSE budget in a steady singlecolumn atmosphere is expressed as
where ⟨· · · ⟩ denotes the vertical integral over the whole atmospheric column, h is MSE, F T designates the surface turbulent fluxes collectively, and ω is vertical pressure velocity. Given the amplitude of vertical velocity, ω, separated from the structure function f ω (p) as ω(p) ≡ ω f ω (p), (1) provides a measure of large-scale vertical motion in response to the diabatic forcing (F T + ⟨Q R ⟩),
Precipitation is approximately scaled byω in the tropical atmosphere, as proved by omitting temperature fluctuations and the sensible heat flux in the dry static energy (DSE) budget, where P is precipitation, L is the specific latent heat of vaporization, and s is DSE. Equations (2) and (3) are combined into
Equations (2) and (4) claim that the large-scale circulation and precipitation are governed by the diabatic forcing in a manner sensitive to vertical atmospheric profiles and the specific form of f ω . This may provide a crude explanation for the precipitation excess under overcast sky as shown by Figs. 5 and 7.
It should be noted that the demonstrations in Figs. 5 and 7 are rather artificial in that each case is forced to have a larger or smaller cloud cover than usual at all times. These composite plots are each an idealized representation of perpetually high or low cirrus cloudiness, consistent conceptually with the steady-state thought experiment as above. The real question, however, is whether a gradual increase over time in cirrus cloud cover could impose any radiative impact on the subsequent growth of convection. The observations in this work are not useful for testing this hypothesis, because the composite time series is a collection of originally fragmentary snapshots and thus any information such as anomalous cloudiness at an early hour does not propagate through later hours. Some theoretical thinking is necessary to complement this deficiency. For this purpose, some premises behind (2) and (3) need to be refined. It has been implicitly assumed that a given, fixed form of f ω applies universally. In reality, f ω is by no means invariant but should be given flexibility to account for the transition from shallow updraft to deep ascent. This can be conveniently dealt with by expanding the vertical structure into a series of orthogonal modes, among which the first two baroclinic modes are known to suffice to capture the essential characteristics of tropical convective dynamics (e.g., Mapes and Houze 1995) . The second baroclinic mode with lower-tropospheric ascent, or the "congestus mode" (Khouider and Majda 2006) , is of particular interest here as a main driver of the dynamics prior to the deep convective burst (Masunaga and L'Ecuyer 2014) . The vertical MSE advection associated with the second mode is positive, that is, the second mode imports MSE into the air column, and is therefore no longer able to consume the energy input by the diabatic forcing in a steady balance, necessitating the time-dependent formulation. These requisites are incorporated in a conceptual model discussed next, which is based loosely on the simple model devised by Masunaga and Sumi (2017) .
b. Cirrus as a radiative trigger of convection
Masunaga and Sumi (2017) proposed a moisture storage closure characterized by a pair of non-dimensional parameters η 1 and η 2 defined as
where q is the vapor mixing ratio and D/Dt ≡ ∂ /∂t + v · ∇ is the Lagrangian derivative operator with respect to horizontal motion. The subscripts 1, 2, and "bg" denote the first and second baroclinic modes and the timeindependent background field, respectively. The second equality above holds when the vertical structure of q remains practically preserved during the evolution, leaving the vertical motion solely responsible for the variability of vertical MSE advection. This is in general a justifiable assumption because the vapor mixing ratio anomaly is small in amplitude (<1-2 g kg −1 ) against the background (c.f., Fig. 3 of Masunaga (2013)), perhaps with the exception of extreme dry air intrusions. The parameters η 1 and η 2 are the portion of the moisture accumulated by vertical advection that is left behind in the air, and hence loosely measure the inefficiency of rainfall production. The η parameters have multiple physical interpretations. The reevaporation of condensates is one of the governing factors for η, and the portion of moisture convergence that is not directly fed into cumulus convection is another. As such, η 1 and η 2 summarize a range of the cumulus effects unresolved on a large scale just as conventional cumulus parameterizations do. Chikira (2014) proposed the moistening efficiency (or α in his notation), defined by the ratio of the vertical gradient of moisture to that of DSE, as a convenient tool for diagnosing the moist processes. The α parameter may seem similar in concept to η 1 and η 2 , but the difference lies in that α is a practical measure constructed with reference solely to large-scale sounding rather than serves as a closure assumption.
The congestus mode dominates early stages of the evolution before the first mode sets in (Mapes et al. 2006) , so in practice η 2 is of prime importance for studying the effects of cirrus clouds preceding the peak convection. Masunaga and Sumi (2017) found that η 2 is initially close to unity and then decreases as precipitation picks up, that is, the moisture accumulation owing to the second mode is barely convertible into precipitation in the beginning, although this inefficiency is somewhat alleviated later in the evolution.
The basic equation for the present model is the timedependent, column-integrated MSE budget equation,
By separating the background field out in each variable as h = h bg + h ′ , where the prime designates the anomaly, (6) is updated as
where the vertical MSE advection is again assumed to arise only from ω ′ . The background terms are required to satisfy the steady-state MSE balance, (1), on their own and have been subtracted to yield (7). Since ω ′ is comprised of the two baroclinic modes (ω 1 and ω 2 ) in the current formulation, (7) may be further modified into
where the temperature contribution to the MSE tendency has been omitted and
is a version of the normalized gross moist stability (GMS) (Raymond et al. 2007 ) that is here defined individually for the first (i = 1) and second (i = 2) baroclinic modes. A useful aspect of the mode-specific GMS is that γ i is timeinvariant, because the amplitude of ω i is precisely canceled out in (9). The variability in the surface turbulent flux is outside the present scope in order to focus on the roles of radiative cooling, so hereafter F ′ T = 0. Combining (8) with the moisture storage closure (5) in the absence of the first mode (i.e., ω 1 = 0), one finds
Recalling the systematic dependence of ⟨Q R ⟩ on CWV (Fig. 3) , the radiative cooling anomaly is now parameterized explicitly with the CWV anomaly as
where α R is a prescribed coupling constant having the unit of s −1 . Equations (10) and (11) together lead to a concise prognostic equation to predict the CWV anomaly as
For comparison, another equation of the same form is derived for the first mode by assuming ω 2 = 0 as
- (100 h Equations (12) and (13) may be interpreted to be an asymptotic realization of the moisture evolution before the deep convective onset (i.e., ω 1 = 0) and during the peak convective activity (ω 2 = 0), respectively. The formal solution of the CWV anomaly for a Lagrangian air column is readily found to be
where ⟨q ′ ⟩ 0 is the initial condition of ⟨q ′ ⟩. The subscript of γ and η is now omitted so (14) represents the generalized solution for the two idealized setups individually. The solution (14) claims that the CWV anomaly grows or decays with time at the e-folding rate of τ R . Figure 9 shows the growth rate of ⟨q ′ ⟩ (or the inverse of τ R ) as a function of η for α R = 4 × 10 −7 s −1 , 1 × 10 −6 s −1 , and 2 × 10 −6 s −1 . These three numbers, indicated by arrows in Fig. 5 , are chosen to cover a realistic range of the observed sensitivity of ⟨Q R ⟩ to CWV. For each α R , τ −1 R (η) is depicted for γ 2 = −0.5 and γ 1 = 0.2 correspondingly to (12) and (13). These values of γ 1 and γ 2 were determined from in-situ soundings over the tropical Indian Ocean (Masunaga and Sumi 2017) . The above choice of γ 1 and γ 2 may be considered to be representative of tropical atmospheres in general.
The most outstanding feature in Fig. 9 is that the growth rate for the second mode has a sharp rise as η approaches 0.5 from above, as expected from (14) where τ −1 R is diverged to infinity for η → −γ. This behavior has a close relevance to the instability induced by negative GMS as discussed extensively by Raymond et al. (2009) . Such an instability occurs when γ + η diminishes to below zero in the current formulation, with the growth rate beginning to climb dramatically as η decreases to the vicinity of −γ or 0.5. Figure 9 shows that τ R for the second mode reaches about 50 h at η ≈ 0.8 for α R = 2 × 10 −6 s −1 and 100 h or longer for the smaller values of α R . Given that η 2 does not descend far below 0.8 in reality (Masunaga and Sumi 2017) , these values set the upper limit to the realistic growth rate in practice for each setup of α R .
The growth rate is in theory allowed to rise limitlessly if η decreases to 0.5, but this is unlikely to occur in the real atmosphere. The assumption of ω 1 = 0 is ruled out as the evolution proceeds further and the second mode gives way to the first mode. Once the first mode exceeds the second in magnitude, the growth rate follows that of the first mode (dashed lines in Fig. 9 ), implying only a very slow growth of CWV anomaly (τ R ≫ 100 h) regardless of η and α R .
The contrasting behaviors between the first and second modes may be understood as follows. A moist anomaly introduced by vertical moisture advection is translated into an increase of ⟨Q R ⟩ through (11), which in turn feeds back on the initial perturbation according to the MSE conservation law (8). When the second mode dominates, the air column imports MSE and moisture at the same time (i.e., γ being negative) and hence is capable to dynamically amplify the low-level ascent fed by the radiative heating anomaly. On the contrary, vertical MSE advection is negative and thus offsets, rather than amplify, the ⟨Q R ⟩ forcing for a deep ascent associated with the first mode. The competition between the export of MSE and column radiative heating is central of the theory developed by Raymond and Zeng (2000) , who indeed found a growth over a time scale of a few 100 h. This time scale is far too long in light of the life time of convective systems, and is instead relevant to the weekly to intraseasonal variabilities. Recall that the growth time is as short as 2 days when the dynamics is driven by the congestus mode, offering a potential mechanism triggering the growth of individual convective systems through the swift accumulation of moisture.
It is expected that the growth time depends on the ambient moisture, recalling that α R monotonically increases with CWV (Fig. 5) . To confirm this, the observed time series of the CWV anomaly is plotted in Fig. 10 . The anomaly is computed against the background level defined as the temporal mean of the first and last 12 hours combined together for each moisture class. The CWV anomaly increases over time toward time zero at a rate varying with the ambient moisture. The theoretical prediction given by (14) are also depicted as a reference for τ R =40, 50, and 100 h, where the equation is slightly modified to exp[(t + 72 h)/τ R ] − 1 so it matches the present format. A very humid atmosphere experiences a notable moistening prior to the peak convection, consistent with an elevated growth rate as predicted (τ R ∼ 40-50 h) when α R is large. On the other hand, the CWV anomaly stays neutral or even slightly decreases during the same hours in dry atmospheres (the dry and moderately dry curves in Fig. 10 ). The muted moistening in a dry environment is explained by the dependence of τ R on α R as depicted by Fig. 9 .
The slight drying might be ascribed to the negative CRE as seen in Fig. 3 . A negative CRE implies a negative α R if cloudiness is positively correlated with CWV, in which case a moist anomaly would decay with time according to (14). Although not explicitly included in the present model, the shallow-cumulus mode, representing shallow updraft just above the boundary layer, is arguably the dominant vertical mode in dry atmospheres and may act to maintain the dry state in a stable manner (Masunaga 2014) .
The simple theory and the analysis results above confirm the possibility that the congestus mode could give rise to a significant moistening when coupled with a radiative heating anomaly brought by cirrus clouds. This could be a trigger of the subsequent pickup of precipitation. In Fig.  10 (bottom panel), the sharp rise of precipitation is striking in a humid environment while minimal when the ambient air is dry, echoing the CWV dependence of cloud cover profiles presented in Fig. 1 . It confirms that radiation can be a key factor for intensifying convection and that the cirrus clouds leading the onset of convection are a major source of the radiative perturbation.
Summary and Discussion
Satellite observations are exploited in search of possible evidence for radiative-convective interactions with focus on the hourly to daily variability intrinsic to the life time of convective systems over tropical oceans. To this end, CloudSat-CALIPSO snapshots of the vertical cloud structure are projected onto a composite time series centered around the moments of convective occurrence identified by the TRMM PR. Such a composite technique has been demonstrated to be useful for illustrating the systematic change of large-scale atmospheric state associated with the development and dissipation of convective systems (e.g., Masunaga 2012). The composite time series are broken down by CWV at time zero in order to test different radiative environments individually. It is confirmed that clouds are bound below ∼2 km when the ambient air is very dry while vertical developing convection is present in a moist atmosphere. Cirrus clouds are prevailing in the moist environment, accompanied by a modest enhancement in cloud cover before and after the peak convection with a slight temporal asymmetry in which the leading cirrus slightly exceeds the trailing cirrus.
The preceding cirrus clouds could in theory have multiple origins. Cirrus clouds detrained from an existing convective system nearby may be transported into the target area before the parent system eventually marches in, as reported by past observational work (e.g., Yamada et al. 2010). The present composite technique by design applies to the Eulerian frame and it is difficult to assess to what extent the intruding cirrus may be aliased into the time series. Another possible origin is the in-situ formation of cirrus clouds, which accounts for more than a half of tropical cirrus clouds (Luo and Rossow 2004) . Johnson et al. (2015) found evidence for cirrus formation in response to the Kelvin-wave induced cool anomalies prior to the MJO convective burst and discussed its radiative impact on the local energy budget. Their analysis may suggest the prior development of cirrus may influence the convection on a broad range of time scale. The third potential source of the preceding cirrus is the detrainment from scattered deep convection prevailing over tropical oceans. Isolated cumuli themselves may be barely discernible in cloud cover shown by Fig. 1 but the cirrus clouds they produce could begin to fill in a large-scale domain at some point in the evolution. While it is unable to single out where the leading cirrus comes from, this study finds that cirrus clouds have physical consequences on the subsequent evolution of convection irrespective of their origins.
Composite analysis runs with descending (1:30 am) ATrain orbits show that LW cooling is heavily suppressed by developing clouds in a humid environment, while very efficient owing to the absence of cirrus clouds when the ambient air is dry. The CRE is even negative in a very dry environment, where the LW emissions from low clouds are hardly absorbed as they escape to space and thus an increase in low cloud cover would enhance the LW cooling. The composite trajectories appear to be lined up practically on a unique, continuous curve across a broad range of CWV when projected onto the ⟨Q R ⟩-CWV plane. This may imply a universal relationship between CRE and CWV and hence that the cloud optical properties and cloud top-height distribution may be somehow tightly coupled with CWV.
The composite statistics, however, exhibit significant spread: the "universal" curve is split when the composite samples are divided into those with a high cirrus cloudiness and the others with a low cirrus cloudiness on the basis of the cloudiness at 13 km in each hour along the time axis. Two pairs of these cirrus-rich and cirrus-poor composites each under a similar CWV range are selected as a testbed for isolating the radiative effects from the direct moisture effects on convection. Precipitation is found to be distinctly heavier when cirrus cloud cover is larger despite that the moisture environment is virtually identical, suggestive of a link between the radiative perturbation by cirrus clouds and the convective intensity. Another set of analysis runs with ascending A-Train orbits (i.e., the SW effects included) arrives at the same conclusion in a qualitative sense.
The physical basis behind this radiative-convective linkage may be understood to the zeroth-order approximation in terms of the MSE budget. If the variability in the surface turbulent flux is small, a fluctuation in column radiative heating should be balanced against the MSE export associated with large-scale ascent (and therefore precipitation). The sensible and latent heat fluxes abruptly increase by 15-20 and 30-70 W m −1 , respectively, around the peak convection (Yokoi et al. 2014) , which could momentarily reinforce the effect of ⟨Q R ⟩ on the MSE budget during a limited period of time (a few hours) with enhanced gustiness. The large-scale motion is often considered in the relevant literature (Neelin and Held 1987; Raymond and Zeng 2000) to be a deep ascent represented by the first baroclinic mode. The present simple model describing the evolution of the CWV anomaly yields a growth time much longer than 100 h when the large-scale motion is governed by the first baroclinic mode. This does not contradict the fact that a radiative-convective feedback takes a weekly or intraseasonal time scale to occur in existing studies. The present analysis sheds light on the importance of the second baroclinic (or congestus) mode, which gives rise to a rapid coupling of cirrus-induced radiative effects with convective dynamics. This mechanism has the potential to help improve our understanding of the link between cirrus clouds and atmospheric circulation, which remains a key problem in climate simulations .
Although beyond the current single-column framework, it may be argued that the horizontal radiative gradient between cloudy and cloud-free domains possibly plays an additional role in driving the overturning circulation. Recent studies revealed that a radiatively driven subsidence owing to longwave emissions by low clouds is a crucial process for the convective self-aggregation to make progress (e.g., Holloway et al. 2017) . Such a subsidence induces a shallow circulation across moist and dry regions (Coppin and Bony 2015) , which has the potential to strengthen the congestus-mode dynamics discussed in this work.
The radiative-convective interactions are important for MJO not only during the convectively active phase in which the first mode governs the local dynamics, but play a distinct role in weakly precipitating periods (Kim et al. 2015) . This is in line with the present finding that the cirrus radiative effects are of particular importance when the congestus (or the second baroclinic) mode is dominant. The congestus mode could amplify the CWV anomaly at a growth time as short as ∼50 h in moist atmospheres, because shallow circulation having a negative GMS (Back and Bretherton 2006 ) is prone by nature to grow on its own. The congestus mode is a fast-working agent of radiative-convective interactions, which arguably helps invigorates the convective activity within a period of a few days when assisted radiatively by the preceding cirrus clouds. f sym and f asym respectively, as f sym (t) = f c (t 0 + t) + f c (t 0 − t) 2 and f asym (t) = f c (t 0 + t) − f c (t 0 − t) 2 for t ≥ 0, where t 0 refers to the hour of the peak precipitation (roughly around 0 h). Figure A1 shows each of the two components for the moist case obtained from the bottom panel of Fig. 1 . While a positive asymmetry (i.e., more cloudiness after the peak than before) above 4 km implies stratiform precipitation dominating the mature phase of the convective life cycle, a negative asymmetry takes over for t > 12 h above 12 km, suggesting that the preceding cirrus should embody a real entity beyond a sampling artifact.
